
VIBRANT & AROMATIC -  FULL FLAVOUR DISHES

CASTAWAY BAY SAUVIGNON BLANC. SOUTH AFRICA  7.25 9.55 28.00
A wonderful mix of leafy aromas and citrus on the nose with lively green apple on the palate. �e fresh acidity from the
Atlantic breeze developes complex acidity to finish.

COME PULPO Y BEBE VINO ALBARIÑO. SPAIN  7.00 9.25 27.00
�e wine is very fresh and presents aromas of apple,  lime or lemon. Very fresh on the palate,  easy drinking.

FERNLANDS SAUVIGNON BLANC. NEW ZEALAND  10.75 14.25 42.00
Wonderful balance between tropical and herbaceous �lavours. Gooseberry and green pepper mingle with mango and guava.

FULL & ROUNDED - RICH & CREAMY DISHES

CONDE DE CASTILE BLANCO RIOJA. SPAIN  8.00 10.55 31.00
Assemblage of �loral aromas and fruits. Pear notes stand out alongside the freshest notes of  quince. Cream and honey are
perceived in the background aromas, which give it  a very pleasant character. Mineral nuances bring complexity and intensity.

THE OLD GUM TREE CHARDONNAY. AUSTRALIA  5.85 7.75 22.50
Li�ted peach and cream with lemon blossom, so�t  juicy palate and crisp cleansing finish make this an enjoyable easy
drinking wine.

FLORIERES MACON VILLAGE, CAVE DE LUGNY. FRANCE  9.75 12.90 38.00
Clear and shiny yellow in colour, this light and aromatic Chardonnay o�fers a seductive nose of  delicate citrus notes and
intense minerality. �e cuvée perfectly illustrates the fruity and �lattering palate of the wines of the Mâcon-Villages appellation.

PROSECCO BEL CANTO. ITALY   6.95 26.00
Delicate and aromatic with fine bubbles. �is wine carries lots of  fresh peach, pear and an elegant zest.

GRAHAM BECK BRUT ROSÉ. SOUTH AFRICA   8.95 36.00
Pale silvery pink, with aromas of raspberry and cherry, with some subtle mineral hints. Bright acidity and fine mousse
balance well  with the ripeness of  the crushed berry �lavours.

RIDGEVIEW ESTATE 'BLOOMSBURY'. ENGLAND    59.00
Golden wine with a fine, persistent mousse. Citrus fruit aromas with hints of  melon and honey.

NICOLAS COURTIN BRUT NV. CHAMPAGNE   11.50 47.00
Each and every detail  of  Nicolas Courtin is attentively observed to ensure that what reaches your �lute is pure, elegant
Champagne. It's  rich and smooth, white notes of  toast,  citrus and apple and a delicate mousse.

SPARKLING   125ML BOTTLE

CRISP & REFRESHING -  LIGHT DISHES & SEAFOOD

ORMARINE SEA PEARL PICPOUL. FRANCE  8.50 11 .25 33.00
A snappy nose of  lemon and lime fruit,  with vibrant green apple. A racy wine with a lip-tingling finish.

OMBRELLINO PINOT GRIGIO CATARRATTO. ITALY  6.10 8.05 23.50
Straw-yellow with light golden hue - Expect a refreshing palate of  stone fruit and citrus with refined dry mineral finish.

GAVI, LA TOLEDANA. ITALY  11.25 14.90 44.00
Ripe peach and pears with hints of  citrus and a slight honeyed edge held together by steely minerality and a fresh acidity.

WHITE WINES  175ML 250ML BOTTLE

On wines by the glass a 125ml serving is available on request.



NICOLAS ROUZET, COTEAUX D'AIX EN PROVENCE. FRANCE  8.50 11.25 33.00
A pale,  delicate rosé,  both fine and elegant with red berry notes. �e palate is round and marked by strawberry, raspberry,
redcurrant, and a hint of  peppery spice.

CRESCENDO WHITE ZINFANDEL ROSÉ. ITALY  6.75 8.90 26.00
Peach, apricots and quince carry through to a palate of  ripe stone fruits and dried fig �lavours.

BEL CANTO PINOT GRIGIO ROSÉ. ITALY  6.50 8.55 25.00
Pale pink wine, bright,  rich in red fruits and �loral on the nose,  fresh, crunchy taste,  with a good structure.

ROSE WINÉ  175ML 250ML BOTTLE

INTENSE & FULL BODIED -  RED MEATS & RICH DISHES

CAMINO ACERO MALBEC. ARGENTINA  6.60 8.75 25.50
�is is an elegant juicy Malbec with lots of  pure blackcurrant fruit character. A little grip of tannin helps balance the wine.

THE OLD GUM TREE SHIRAZ. AUSTRALIA  6.25 8.25 24.00
�is is a classic,  fruit driven Shiraz with intense, ripe raspberry and cherry �lavours with overtones of  vanilla and spice.

APERICENA APPASSIMENTO. ITALY  8.00 10.55 31.00
Intense red in colour, with a complex bouquet reminiscent of  cherries,  raspberries and redcurrants. Full-bodied, it  is  supple
and well-balanced, with layers upon layers of  dark fruit,  fine tannins and a long and lingering finish.

VIÑA CARRASCO MERLOT. CHILE  6.25 8.25 24.00
O�fers good concentration and depth of fruit,  with a so�t  and plummy texture, and hints of  vanilla.

VIERTALO TEMPRANILLO, GARNACHA. SPAIN  5.85 7.75 22.50
Raspberry and black cherry fruits on the nose that also emerge on the palate,  complemented by a touch of spice.

  RED WINES  175ML 250ML BOTTLE

SOFT & FRUITY -  WHITE MEATS & GAME

PINOT NOIR DOMAINE DE VALMOISSINE,
LOUIS LATOUR. SOUTH OF FRANCE  10.25 13.55 40.00
Candied cherry fruits with a spicy perfume on the nose,  a velvety textured palate brimming with ripe cherry and strawberry
fruits laced with vanilla, leading to a rounded finish.

CONDE DE CASTILE CRIANZA, RIOJA. SPAIN  7.50 9.90 29.00
Full of  black fruit with hints of  cocoa, clove and cinnamon. Supple tannins tempered by lush sweet oak.

SPICY & COMPLEX -  LIGHTLY SPICED DISHES & CHEESES

FAMIGLIE VENETE VALPOLICELLA RIPASSO
SUPERIORE ORGANIC. ITALY  10.50 13.90 41.00
Valpolicella Ripasso is made from fresh Corvina grapes, refermented with semi-dried ex-Amarone grape skins. �e
dried grapes add a touch of sweetness and body, making for this famously bold and �lavourful style.

On wines by the glass a 125ml serving is available on request.


